Welcome back everyone! Hope you all had a great summer and are ready to start the new school year. As usual we have a fun-packed issue of Kid waiting to be read and we have something to suit everyone's tastes. Do you enjoy reading about famous celebrities? Then you'll find more than one in this issue. How about food? Are you a foodie? Do you like trying dishes from other countries? Then you'll enjoy reading about typical British dishes. And what about the cinema? How many films have you seen so far this year? Read our page about what's coming out at the cinema in the next few months to see what you'd like to see next. All of this and lots more. So, what are you waiting for? Happy Reading,

Angela
info@elimagazines.com

Train your mind!

what am I?
I have hands,
I can move
but I cannot clap.

Answer: ..................................................

what?
What do you see once in a year, twice in a week, but only twice in forever?

Answer: ..................................................

in 10 years
The sum of the ages of five boys is 48.
In 10 years time what will their ages be?

Answer: ..................................................

The answer is on page 15.
Physics is her biggest love. As a young child, she built an aeroplane by herself and recently she received a job offer from NASA. Sabrina is one of the most promising scholars* of her generation. Not bad at just 25 years old, is it?

Sabrina Pasterski

Flying with Sabrina
When she was 14 years old, her biggest passion was flight. So she built a prototype* of an aeroplane, a small aircraft* with an engine that functioned perfectly. «It’s for my dad», she said, but two years later she flew the aeroplane herself, above Lake Michigan, becoming the youngest person to ‘fly’ an aircraft that was built by herself.

The new Einstein
Sabrina graduated in physics at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) in Boston with top marks*, and then she went to Harvard, one of the most prestigious universities in the world. She studies some of the most fascinating, but also the toughest* subjects regarding physics such as black holes, gravity and space and time. She’s considered to be the heir* of one of the greatest scientists of all time - Albert Einstein.

IN THE MIRROR
Every day Sabrina works with determination trying to go beyond her limits and in some way also the limits of the universe. Here are her words.

Glossary

- aircraft: a vehicle that can fly
- exceptional: very good, great
- genius: a person who has a very special talent
- heir: a person that will take your place
- prototype: test model
- scholars: people who study
- spotlight: when people are focused on you because you’re famous
- top marks: get all the answers right in an exam
- toughest: the hardest, most difficult

At the time, Sabrina uploaded her aircraft project on YouTube and the video got more than a million views.

Amazon or NASA?
NASA has already offered her a job, but Jeff Bezos, founder of Amazon and businessman has also made her a proposal*. He contacted her to involve her in his space exploration programme called Blue Origin. But for now, however, Sabrina continues to study and to do research far from the spotlight* with humility, patience, dedication and maximum concentration!
Fun and games!

True or False?

Have you read the Report? Put yourself to the test with our True or False exercise!

1. The emoticon is a small image obtained by using punctuation (brackets, full stops, commas, etc.).
2. Scott Fahlman was the first to use this combination of keys: :-)
3. The yellow smiley was born in 1982.
4. During World Smile Day everyone is encouraged to use smiley faces.
5. Emoticons and emojis are the same thing.
6. Emojis are symbols that can represent anything.
7. The 'Unicode Consortium' deals with expanding and modifying the collection of smileys.
8. This new visual language reminds us of a form of communication that is thousands of years old.

Find it in the magazine...

...... the name of the creator of emojis.
...... the ingredients for Yorkshire Pudding.
...... Jack-Jack Parr's super powers.
...... the “new Einstein's” date of birth.
...... where Sheku comes from.
...... Ed Sheeran’s middle name.

ANSWERS
Page 2. Who am I? A clock. What? the letter e. In 10 years, 98 (in 10 years each of them will be 10 years older, in total they'll be 50 years older than now so 48-50). Page 3. In the mirror: For many years I’ve been trying to go beyond my limits and this has led me to the world of physics. My parents have always encouraged me. They have always told me that nothing is impossible. Page 4. Match: 12; 5; 7; 11; 2; 13; 5; 6; 8; 7; 10; 15; 14; 9. Do you know...? 1 Tulip. Can you...? 1 she got cold feet; 2 I was pulling your leg; 3 don't always see eye to eye; 4 let your hair down, 5 learn by heart. Pages 5-6: Little faces everywhere: pareidolia. Pages 8-9: Over to you: b. Pages 10-11: Can you...? 58; 2; 2012; 27; 31; 100. Pages 12-13: How many strings? 4. Page 14: Guess the film: Mowgli; Incredibles 2; Mamma Mia! – Here we go again. Page 15: A True or False? 1 True; 2 True; 3 False; 4 False; 5 False; 6 True; 7 True; 8 True. B) Find it in the magazine: Shiitake mushrooms; eggs; flour; milk; water; flame thrower; electrical charge and powerful lasers in his eyes, and he can transform himself. Nottingham; Christopher.
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